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Abstract

The shifting of English language learning from a conventional way to technology-based learning is famous nowadays. It is necessary to identify the effect of using technology towards the students’ performance. One of technology that currently well-known is Vlog. This study aims at identifying the improvement of the students’ performance after learning English using Vlog. The participants of this study is 40 students majoring English Education Department of Universitas Teknokrat Indonesia. They enrolled in Transactional Conversation subject where practicing English through vlog was carried out. The design of this research is quantitative study in which the researcher employed pre-test and post-test. The result of pre-test and post-test was analyzed by using statistics descriptive and statistics inferential (Mann-Whitney U). The result of analysis is there is significant improvement towards students’ performance after learning English by using Vlog.
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INTRODUCTION

The terms of Industrial Revolution 4.0 is sounding globally nowadays. Specifically in Indonesia, it has been notified that technology innovations have emerged rapidly in all aspects of life. In education aspect, technology plays important role. It enables teachers and learners to carry out learning process. English language learning in higher education has also dealt with technology. A lot of lecturers use some devices, such as mobile device as a tool to support and facilitate teaching and learning environment. For example, the lecturer provides some mobile and web-based applications to facilitate students with collaborative classroom activities as a part of teaching process. These mobile and web application bring benefit for both lecturers and students. Instagram, a well-known mobile application, bring positive impact for students since it influences students’ motivation, enggagement, and attitudes (Sari & Wahyudin, 2019). Powtoon, a web application, helps students to improve their behavior in learning activity (Oktaviani, Mandasari, & Maharani, 2020). Another web application that can be used as a tool in language learning is Memrise. It helps students to improve their English especially in English vocabulary. The easy access toward Memrise supports the successful of English learning (Aminatun & Oktaviani,2019). On the other hand, Ted Talk is a web application that helps to enhance students’ learning autonomy and improve students’ listening ability (Puspita, D., & Amelia, D., 2020). Lastly, WhatsApp, a mobil application had positive impact on students’ attitude and motivation (Mandasari, B., & Agusty, S. T. P). In short, these various models of
mobile and web application which belong to part of technology enhancement have impact on students’ improvement.

Furthermore, another technology innovation that is currently popular is Video Blog (Vlog) and YouTube channel. YouTube is a website that provides kinds of video clips, music videos, movie trailer, TV clips, video blogging, educational videos and short original videos (Jalaluddin, M., 2016). Gunelius (2018) also adds that vlog is a type of blog in which it is full of video content in it. Having a channel on YouTube, people can create vlog content then upload it to their channel. Thus, due to this phenomenon, teachers or learners also possibly can use vlog on YouTube or create their own to get them involved in the environment of the teaching learning process. This method can be interesting for students. It shows that technology innovation has brought education into a non-conventional ways. It also gives an exposure toward real-life situation and condition as authentic resources to learn English.

In English language learning, speaking skill is important to be taught. According to Burns (2012), it is notify that speaking skill involves cognitive process, physical, socio-cultural, and speakers’ knowledge that take place in real situation and time. In Indonesian context, speaking English offers challenges since the Indonesian learners position English as foreign language. Not many English exposures are given in public. Ellis (2008) stated that having lack of English exposure and practice, students may need extra effort in mastering speaking skill.

The researchers have been teaching English at Universitas Teknokrat Indonesia for 4 years. During this time, the researchers have many experiences. It can be notified that teaching speaking skill has some problems. Firstly, the students may have little time in practicing speaking in the classroom. Within 100 minutes, the students are given 7 minutes to practice speaking based on the topic that has been agreed before. When it comes to calculation, there are only 14 students that will have chance to practice speaking. Meanwhile, the average number of students in speaking class is 24 students. It means that it takes more than a day to finish a topic delivered by students. Secondly, due to lack of practice, students have low motivation to practice speaking. It causes them not to achieve the component of speaking. Consequently, the students’ scores decrease. Due to this problem, there must be a teaching innovation that leads students to be much more expressive and have more time to practice speaking English in order that they get accustomed to speak. Therefore, the students can improve their motivations which later increase their speaking performance.

In order to have a specific way to improve students speaking skill, technology innovation will be implemented. In this case, Vlog and YouTube channel are introduced to the students. The effect of implementing vlog in speaking skill will be discussed in this study. Vlog is chosen because it offers various experiences for students. It combines video, audio, pictures, text, informative content, interesting ways to deliver, expression, and emotion that are packed into one video which is shared to YouTube channel. Biel and Gatica-Perez (2010) stated that Vlog can be defined as a medium for communication in the form of online broadcasts which is created and posted. It may be in the form of video collections that consist of audiovisual life documentary and any of interesting content. Employing Vlog can be an alternative way to practice speaking English and strengthen self-confident. (Maulidah, 2018) found that there is a significant increase on students’ speaking ability. Accessibility and a fun learning process carried out using Vlogs are proven
to increase student enthusiasm for learning. In addition, learning English using a Vlog can provide a learning experience independently and interacting with the environment in real time. Some studies conducted to find out the effectiveness of Vlog in language learning. Hakim, M. I. A. A. (2019) revealed that vlog can improve students’ English proficiency. Other research also revealed that Vlogs are very effective to increase students’ satisfaction in learning English as Second language (Shih, R. C., 2010). Aydin (2014) revealed that vlog has positive impact in developing interaction between students and lecturers using target language. In accordance with its development, vlogs are designed to provide experience for users in expressing personal experience then shared in website network. Rakhmanina and Kusumaningrum (2017) found that students with high motivation tend to have higher speaking ability after implementing video blogging strategies compared to students with low motivation. Meanwhile, students with low motivation tend to succeed learning English using Expository strategy. Interaction was carried out during teaching and learning process. Considering the effectiveness of Vlog, the researchers are interested in conducting research by implementing this method to the students in speaking class. The researchers will evaluate the students’ performance in learning English through vlog. So, this study will answer the research question: 1). Is there significant improvement toward students’ performance of their speaking ability after learning English through Vlog?

RESEARCH METHOD

Participant

The participants of this research were 40 students majoring English Education study program Universitas Teknokrat Indonesia. They learnt Transactional Conversation on the second semester. They were chosen by using purposive sampling under several reasons. First, the students have YouTube channel and were assigned to watch Vlog frequently to improve their speaking ability. Second, the participants were eager to learn by using technology innovation. Third, Universitas Teknokrat Indonesia supports the learning process by using technology and has applied technology based learning inside or outside classroom. Thus, the students have a lot of chances to use some technology as an effort to support independent learning.

Data Collection

In order to measure the students’ performance on their speaking, the researchers employed pre-test and post-test. The pre-test was done in the very beginning of the semester. Practically, the students were assigned to elaborate tourism places in Bali and Yogyakarta and traditional cuisines from both places. They were given 6 minutes to explain. They were allowed to bring any notes or show their power point presentation to support their presentation. The evaluation criteria include content, fluency, grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary. During the semester, the students took a trip to Bali and Yogyakarta. During the trip, the students were assigned to create their own vlog explaining tourism places and traditional cuisines from both places. They could create more than one vlog. They were assigned to be more expressive in delivering the content. They had to follow some stages to create an interesting vlog. According to Mandasari and Aminatun (2019), there are some stages done by students during vlogging. The stages
include conceptualizing, brainstorming, articulating, monitoring, evaluating, reporting and uploading. As the semester ends, the students had to take final examination. They were given a post-test to measure their speaking performance. The instruction and the duration of speaking delivery were same as pre-test one. Then, the researcher got complete score of students’ pre-test and post-test.

**Data Analysis**

Data analysis technique was done by processing the result of pre-test and post-test by using statistics analysis and statistics differential. The steps in analyzing the data were:

1. The researcher differs students' score of pre-test and post-test.
2. The researcher finds out the mean score of pre-test and post-test.
3. The researcher tests the normality distribution of the data.

The researchers find the result and interpret the data. Then, the researchers present the data to answer research questions and find the discussion on it. Then, the researchers conclude the result of the research.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In this study, the researcher wanted to measure the increase in students’ performance, especially in speaking skill. Therefore, the researcher conducted a pre-test and a post-test. Furthermore, the test results are processed and analyzed. The results of pre-test and post-test data processing can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>DS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>79.89</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Data Analysis of Pre-test and Post-test

Table 1 shows that the average value of the post-test is greater than the value of pretest with range 6.18. The standard deviation of pre-test is 4.08 and post-test is 3.77, meaning that there is not a large bias of the two mean values. To prove the allegation, a difference in the two average tests was carried out with the previous data normality test using the Kolmogorov Smirnov Test with the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value of Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Result of Normality Test by using Kolmogorov Smirnov

Based on the table 2, it can be seen that the value of Sig. (p-value) pre-test is 0.007 which is less than 0.05 and post-test is 0.046 which is more than 0.05. It means that both groups of data are not normally distributed. Because the two data groups are not normally distributed, the two-difference test is continued by using the Non-Parametric Statistical Analysis using the Mann-Whitney U Test. The results of the Mann-Whitney U Test are pre-test and post-test as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Result of Mann-Whitney U Test

These results indicate that the value of Sig. (p-value) of 0.000 is less than 0.05, which means that there are significant differences between the mean of pre-test and post-test. As a result, there is an influence of learning Transactional Conversation by using a video blog (vlog) to increase students' learning performance. In other words, there is a significant increase in students' performance during using Vlog as a medium of learning English especially in speaking skill.

Quantitatively, the research finding shows that there is significant difference between students' mean score of pre-test and post-test in which value of Sig. (p-value) of 0.000 is less than 0.05. It can be said that there is improvement on students' speaking ability viewed from the mean score of pre-test and post-test. This finding is supported by some studies conducted by some researchers. Watkins, J. (2012) states that vlog increases student talk time. It means more oral communication practice helps students improve mastery of new vocabulary and grammar, decrease shyness while bolstering confidence, and develop fluency. Teaching speaking through vlog also can help the students to be more actively participated in speaking to express what they think in their mind and see when they watch and listen the videos. It was confirmed by Anggraeni and Wulanjani (2017) who stated that video blogging helped students to be active in speaking class, increased students' willingness to participate in speaking class, improved students’ ability to motivate themselves in speaking, made students’ speaking class comfortable to participate and it challenged students to think critically. Another research that supports this research finding is a research conducted by Rahmawati, Harmanto, and Indriastuti (2018) which found that implementing vlog in speaking class was successful. Vlog helped students to improve their speaking ability. Furthermore, students’ activeness and students’ interest lead them to be more active and confident in practicing speaking. Consequently, it improved students' motivation to practice speaking English. Thus, the higher motivation they have, the more improvement of speaking skill they have.

Great interest and enthusiasm contribute on the successful of utilizing vlog in language learning. Provided with enjoyable learning atmosphere, students decrease their anxiety level since real-time communication in using vlog provide a comfortable and relaxing setting. Thus, it helps students to be more expressive and lead them to enjoy speaking without any pressure (Anil, 2016). Moreover, some students found advantages of using vlog. First, they may have an archive on their learning process that they can monitor the progress in each time they create a vlog. This archive provide data of students’ improvement in terms of fluency, content, vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation. It brings an important information on students’ progress. Second, by providing real time setting, there are some valuable process that involve self-learning, self-evaluation, peer-learning, visual representation, professional development and technical capability. These process offer challenges to the students on how they can manage themselves to handle some technical problem and other issues related to language interference.
in real-time communication (Hung, 2011). Lastly, Vlog enables the students to practice more since they were given more time to prepare, practice, and evaluate. Interestingly, they can practice in an authentic setting that ease students deliver their ideas based on real place and time. Thus, it is recommended that the educators could apply some technology in the classroom and let students make use of it outside of the classroom where they are more convenient to practice speaking skill (Sari, 2017).

CONCLUSION

Based on the result and discussion above, it can be concluded that there is significant increase toward the students' performance after using Vlog in learning English especially in speaking skill. It was proven that the value of Sig. (p-value) is 0.000 <0.05, which means that there are significant differences between the mean of pre-test and post-test. Thus, it is suggested that Vlog can be one of an alternativetool to support English language teaching and learning. This study limits only on a narrow field. It is suggested that further research can uncover a broader area finding the impact of vlog toward students’ self-regulated learning.
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